It's closing time for one of Earth observation's most stubborn and critical data gaps: global wind speeds. A European Space Agency (ESA) satellite set for launch from French Guiana late last month-after nearly two decades of challenging engineeringwill be the first to directly measure wind speed and direction, from Earth's surface to the stratosphere.
Winds are key determinants of weather and climate, yet most wind data still comes from weather balloons. Readings from commercial jets supplement the balloons' twice-daily samplings, along with estimates inferred from satellites that track moving clouds, atmospheric temperatures, and seasurface roughness. The result is a patchy wind record that adds uncertainty to weather forecasts.
The new satellite, named Aeolus, will improve on these measurements by deploying a wind-sensing lidar in space for the The scientists working on Aeolus had to assemble their own ultraviolet laser because the existing ones had been built for nuclear weapon simulations and thus were classified. By 2005, they had a suitably powerful and stable laser that would pulse 50 times per second. With a telescope and dual receivers, the team could measure the laser's ref lection from atmospheric molecules (mainly nitrogen) or particles and, based on its frequency, discern average wind direction and speed.
NUMBER OF WIND FIELD MEASUREMENTS THAT AEOLUS TAKES EVERY HOUR
Then a potential showstopper emerged when the team added mirrors and lenses and ran the device in a vacuum. The laser's potent pulses heated the optical surfaces to 1,700 °C, damaging their coatings. And volatile organic compounds (VOCs) sucked from the instrument's semiconductors by the vacuum formed a carbon layer on the lenses.
A decade passed as the Aeolus team developed robust coatings and a workaround for the soot buildup-adding an oxygen tank and continuously bleeding in trace amounts to burn away the VOCs in the lidar instrument. Finally, late last year, the scientists vacuumtested the entire spaceship. In all, the extra work inflated the mission's cost more than 50 percent, to an estimated €481 million (US $560 million).
Last month's launch was supposed to place Aeolus in an inclined polar orbit, sending it up and around Earth about once every 90 minutes. As its lidar looks straight down at Earth, the satellite should produce a continuous ribbon of wind profiles starting 30 km above ESA (2) Austin Mabrey steers the clanging United Parcel Service (UPS) van down a street in Austin, Texas. But he's not driving the boxy brown vehicle to deliver packages. Mabrey is road-testing its zero-emission system-a hybrid of hydrogen fuel cells and lithium iron phosphate batteries. "It's peppier than I would've imagined," he says. Near my perch in the passenger seat, a high-pitched hum emanates from the electric motor that drives the hydraulic powersteering pump. As we approach a narrow turn, Mabrey engages the regenerative braking system, which recharges the batteries, and a whining noise erupts from the back.
We're circling the Center for Electromechanics at the University of Texas (UT), where engineers are almost finished testing the van's power train inside a cavernous research hangar. They began road trials in June after working for more than a year to design and model the concept, though the project first won federal funding in 2013. UPS plans to deploy the prototype in California later this year and, if all goes well, roll out more vehicles just like it.
Logistics companies and automakers worldwide are developing vans and trucks that don't emit any pollution. But it's much more complicated to build a zero-emission cargo truck than it is to produce an emissionless passenger car. New fuel systems can't encroach on cargo space or add more weight to a truck's bulky frame. And trucks must be able to run their normal routes without making extra stops to recharge batteries or refill tanks. "The driver has to be able to accomplish their mission-it's a work truck," says Joe Ambrosio of Unique Electric Solutions, which is integrating the UPS van's electric components. The New York firm hired six interns from UT to work on the project, including NEWS ROAD READY: This converted UPS truck features a 32-kilowatt fuel-cell module from Hydrogenics.
HYDROGEN HYBRIDS DEBUT AS ZERO-EMISSION DELIVERY TRUCKS
Fuel cells extend the range of battery-powered trucks now heading for California roads the planet and reaching down to the surface, or to clouds thick enough to attenuate its beam.
Aeolus's data will most dramatically improve weather and climate science for areas with the sparsest wind measurements today, such as over oceans and the tropics. Experts anticipate significant improvement for Atlantic hurricane landfall predictions, and simulations suggest that it could improve the accuracy of typhoon path projections by 9 percent.
The ESA even expects the satellite to reveal some storms that would otherwise surprise forecasters. For example, in March 2014, a weather system flooded Northern Europe without warning because models could not see strong westerly winds blowing above the tropical Pacific.
Gil Lizcano, R&D director for the Barcelona-based meteorologic analytics firm Vortex, says the satellite's data will also help tune algorithms to more accurately predict wind "ramp up" and "ramp down" events, which occur when winds quickly shift from low to high speeds, or vice versa. At present, such surges-and the corresponding rise or fall in output from wind turbinesforce power plants to make last-minute adjustments that can be costly for both wind farm owners and grid operators.
Aeolus has enough fuel and oxygen to orbit for only three or four years, but a U.S. mission may follow, according to Gail Skofronick Jackson, a wind detection specialist at NASA's headquarters in Washington, D.C. In January, a National Academies of Sciences report identified winds as a "high priority targeted observable," notes Jackson. And hardware is already taking shape: NASA aircraft recently demonstrated a novel wind lidar developed by Hardesty's team and Colorado-based Ball Aerospace.
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